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Specials Shop till you drop, Kid Vanilla



Review Graffiti Women 
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Intro So many fresh pictures in this new issue. I still can’t believe it.... Also two great interviews, one with Rosy one (page 22-24) and one with Kid Vanilla (page 811) . We bring you a lot of colors to see and some knowledge to read. Happy new year!...F.Lady Special thanks for your support: The Mighty Ufo, NM, Ephameron, Else, Joly, The Scene, Graffgirlz.com, If you want to support Catfight and place an advertisement, please contact us. Send your photos, reactions/suggestions to: [email protected]  



- Send us good quality photos of recent artwork. - Let us know where the picture was taken and who made the piece. - If you sent us photos that weren’t published... don’t hate, just try again Printing and selling Catfight without permission of the editor is prohibited! You have the right to © this magazine at all time. Editor: F.Lady Design: newintown.nl Cover: Not Bad For a Girl, photo: Catfight Magazine, Issue #5 December 2006
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Shop till you drop / part 1



>> Kid Vanilla Special 
 Kid Vanilla Special >> www.yummyindustries.co.uk
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Graphic by Egr



Not Bad For a Girl “This clothingline is for all girls who get up and get theirs. It’s about having persistance to achieve the things that make a difference, being the best you can be at whatever you do and staying humble with it. Yeah ‘Not Bad For a Girl’ is a bit tongue in cheek, but the meaning is far from a joke - as we know our girlfriends are golden. With this in mind, we run this as a label for our supa-females. We are designing for ourselves and our friends, with a definite London twist and through doing it we are hooking up with more and more ladies who relate. We support those who get up and get theirs.” >>> www.notbadforagirl.com
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Review



Graffiti Women - Nicholas Ganz



Text by the editor of GraffGirlz.com



The beginning The idea seemed good, to collect the works of female wri-ters and street artists of the five continents in one book. [Contact with artists were made and they tried to make sure the author understood that this book would need a different approach than his earlier project: Graffiti World.] So the basis was good, but the form is not at all. The majority of the artists see their work summarized in 5 to 6 pictures, which doesn’t enable the viewer to appreciate the style and the various types of actions carried out by each artist.



MadC_Germany
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The content The book lacks ‘dirty’ graffiti: tags, drips, street bombings. [Which are as much part of graffiti as the colourfull legal walls. It might be so that female artists are slightly less active in the bombing scene. But this part of the scene should also be represented this kind of book if you really want show that Graffiti Women are active in the whole graffiti scene. On the other hand there is an abundance. As in his other book, Ganz made the mistake with his ‘more is better’ - theory. He is actually “trying to include as many artists as possible” in this book. In the end there are actually too many writers in this book to give a good representation of the best. So yes... less is more.] American writers are relatively well represented, but some big European names miss the call. The seperation between street-art and graffiti seems vague. Painting with a brush on a wall, is that really graffiti? Using cans without making letters, is it inevitably street-art?



Reminisce_USA



Claw & Miss 17_USA



Women in graffiti The author presents the night-graffiti like dangerous for women, he talks about aggression, about rape. This is surely without really knowing the world of the night.[Or knowing what it is being a woman for that matter. Is doing graffiti in the night and going home after a night out really different? Getting harrased or even raped is REALITY for women, and has nothing, absolutely nothing, to do with graffiti.] When a person chooses to act illegally, the dangers and risks are the same one for both men and women. The differences between men and women are badly explained by the author. [Luckily Nancy Macdonald has more insight in the scene as her foreword is based on experiences of females writers. And also Swoon shares her vision. This is easily the best text in the book. Because it gives insight in the person behind her art and thereby she shares with us the reason why she does what she does. This is for non-



graffiti people probably the nr.1 reason to read this book. It is sad to see that the text that accompanies the work of the artists is mostly a summary of times and places. It is not about what they like or dislike, or why the f*ck they are doing what they are doing.]



What it is really about Female activists don’t ask for immunity. All these things are not more difficult to endure for one sex or another. They still lock up people for dropping some paint, whether it is done by a man or a woman. But when the love for graffiti is strong, the women don’t feel like a woman, they feel like a writer. In front of a wall, sex doesn’t count, just the will. To present illegal graffiti to be hard for women, is simply underestimating them. Some like to bomb, some like legal walls, some like both, this is a matter of taste, not sex. “Female spray artists are often taken less seriously or become the sub-



Siloette_USA
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Hera_Germany



ject of gossip, with stories how they slept their way to the top...” says Nicholas Ganz. The world is macho, the graffiti is its image. Why denounce that on one hand and specify with which writers the female writers are married on the other hand? These texts are welcome in the press, but from an artistic point of view, it does not concern anybody and does nothing but reinforce those which think that each female writer exists only thanks to one man. Thank you for them... Sometimes “the respect seems to have disappeared”. To reassure general public, the respect in graffiti is lost in general, without reference to sex. Respect is gained with time. And even if it is easier to smudge the reputation of a woman, those who respect them don’t care about their sex. They respect a person for the person, their artistic qualities and passion for graffiti just like they would respect a man, in spite of their religion or origin.



Maya Hayuk_USA



My general opinion about the book: it is almost tasteless, I had great expectations of this book. I hoped it represented the best possible women in graffiti, legals, illegals... But in the end it is a summarised vision, and leaves a bitter taste, just like the first opus “Graffiti of the 5 continents”... Too much money in the game, for so few exclusiveness, it becomes a sad habit around writing... {While looking through the book i have to conclude that the book is quite nice...just don’t read the text ;)] Thanks: Aetoy, Angel, Arsef, Bule, Claw, Camo, Dona, EGR, Faie, Jolie, June, Kyf, Kweenz Destroyz, Lady K, Piwa, Rosy, Style, Toofly for their articles and opinions. Remarks set between [ and ] are made by the editor of Catfight.



>>> www.graffitiwomen.com
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New Media



Dirty Handz 3



Overspray Magazine #5 - io The fifth issue of Overspray magazine is out now! After a short hibernation the magazine is back and it is bigger & better then before. ‘The Character Kings issue’ is bigger then it’s predecessors and features articles, interviews, and new work by Elph, The London Police, Fafi, Dface, Lister, Faile and many msny more.



This third release of Dirty Handz is slightly different from the first two films. This time it is set up as a story and gives insight in how the SDK toured through Europe in the 90’s, thrashing everything that they found on their way. >>> www.graffiti-shop.nl



>>> www.overspraymag.com



Heavy Metal - Alex Fakso Fresh released photobook by Alex Fakso shows a selection of his graffiti related photos. The layout of the book is great - the photos are really big so you feel you are part of the story you see. His photos really capture the tension, adrenaline and fear of the action. >>> www.fakso.com



Kroonjuwelen (Hard times, Good times, Better times) Graffiti writers and artists from the late 70’s, early 80’s, share their anekdotes to tell us the story of the history of graffiti in Amsterdam. It is not only an inside view of the first punk-graffiti and the later bombing of the subway, it also shows how the artists from back in the days are doing now. >>> www.kroonjuwelen.nl (the site contains some cool extra’s and photos)
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Maria Imaginario Portugal - i love Lisbon, i illustrate the city and give color to the streets -



A wall. together with Oga
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Bombing
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Rosy Crews ONT, The Truth Hurts, Blow Sky High Writing since... I started to be interested in graffiti at the age of twelve. It was 1989 when i did my first tags with the name ‘Mistery’. It was a great tag with a lot of arrows. How did you start with graffiti? I started to draw and do some tagging. After a few walls i started to hit trains and for a few years i just did trains. I wrote different names at this time. The name ‘RosyOne’ I use since 1995. It’s a quite ‘new’ name. Did you have a mentor or did you find out things by yourself? I started by myself. Sometimes i convinced a friend to come with me. After a while i met some guys to paint with them. There was nobody who learned me how to paint. i had to make all kind of experiences. I tried a lot of cans, some very bad colors from supermarkets around my corner. I didnt understand how to spray thin lines, so i made a piece with tape, only after that i learned about the existance of skinny-caps. It was a long way to find out everything about technique. What is the essence of graffiti for you? The letters come first!!! I am a classical graffitiwriter. I always draw letters. A piece without letters is not a graffiti for me. (to each his own). Characters are just decoration for me, like colors and like background. In fact, you just need one silver and one black to do a real good graff. What kind of graffiti do you enjoy best? (hall of fame/trains/tagging/or...) It’s all in the mix.



Marker sketch
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> www.rosyone.com >>> www.dopepose.com
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Ufo



invading Amsterdam & New York City
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Next time



Issue # 6: a mini Catfight Next issue will be a mini-issue!!! Catfight will be making a female special for a Dutch graffiti magazine called Upperclasz. This issue of Catfight will be printed together with the Upperclasz as one magazine. We are already in the process of preparing this upcoming issue, so come on and send us your pics girls! Deadline for sending pics is: Januar 31st 2007.



//////////////////////////////////



#6 will contain: - a dutch oldskool special - fresh pieces from all over the globe - and more...



//////////////////////////////////
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Dinner and Dessert Specials 

Sautéd NC Flounder. Shishito & Blue Crab Beurre Blanc. Corn & Collard Fritters. 24. DESSERTS. Creme Puff. Cobbler à la Mode. Crème Brûlée. Cake dú Jour.
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Untitled - Caps 

For graffiti writers, Warsaws a different experience, a c'rty that in the past ten ..... Presented material is asolid profile ol the ... Gdyby l
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Untitled - Caps 

For subscriptions, advertising, whole- sale info: [email protected] ph or fx .... of pocket-sized art books has given 96 artists from around the globe the.
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Untitled - Caps 

WHAT IS YOUR DREAM ? ... A BIG BAG FULL OF STOLEN MARABU CANS. ARE YOU ... BUT THEIR MUSIC KICKS A LOT OF AMERICAN AND BRITISH ASS.
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Untitled - Caps 

and aerosol tip, graffiti writers - infecting hip-hop culture's vast triangle of ghetto-centric ... 80 we started doin' talent shows et the school. We was gettin' off ...
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Untitled - Caps 

Sex World. Tour. More about him in. 16-17 AKTION : SILVER STORM. OR WHY STEELTRAINS. HAVE BEEN DESTROYED. 18-19 COPENHAGENS FINEST :.
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Untitled - Caps 

I'm pretty Michael Bolton. (classic rock for those that don't know the ... I'm just trying to get my Can Control up a bit. I did like. 11 pieces in the last 2 weeks...hit a ...
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Untitled - Caps 

you quality and often rare photos and some context too, not just a picture book ... you enjoy the new issue, late as ever... we'll try harder in. *96. ... Cosmic Crew (Birmingham). ...... "super scientifical powers" ..... within the scene and sometim
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Untitled - Caps 

|à¥¦à¥¦king past al of that garbage hey look to themselves for ... knowif Saà¥¦Paulo is the only city like this,there ..... and dump ther bodies in a sewer,. Piche;ao is a ...
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Untitled - Caps 

Tytus, Di Vadim, Make0ne, Steak, Kobolt, Karol Szufladowicz,. Jurek Dydkiewicz, Miki. ZdiÃ§cia: Michal Niwicz, Arp 011e, Jarosz, Mika. Z naszego na obce i z ...
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Untitled - Caps 

THE ACID FLUID. DESTROYED THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, SO. THAT THE DOORMECHNISMS AND THE. OUTER SIDES OF THE TRAIN RUSTED. BUT.
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Untitled - Caps 

large industrial building which stands short- families to the Hall .... he helped to tell the story of graffiti, here is. I kind of ... my way out. It was my rites of manhood.
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Untitled - Caps 
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Untitled - Caps 

'Sup and welcome to the long-awaited second issue of BIG TIME. ... to T-to-B, E-to-E productions in every part of town, SKILL is considered to be a graf-titi "purist;" opting ..... It was a warm summer evening in fate iiily when ..... The Setnnd Glo 
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Untitled - Caps 

He has just completed a bachelor of arts degree at the university of Southern. California. He has already done many commissions including sets for films like.
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Untitled - Caps 

Zhes. Raik. Deon. Zant. WEAL. Neal. Cyne. 120 minutos de Metro de Madrid. 120 Minutes of Madrid. Cebovideo 2. Subway. PROXIMAMENTE. COMING SOON.
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Untitled - Caps 

THANKS TO ALL THEM FOOLS DOWN. WITH THE MAG, WHO KEEP. SUPPORTING US IN OUR OWN PECULIAR. WAY, YOU KNOW TO WHO TAM.
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Untitled - Caps 

ON THE RUN. Qur new Projeqs are: READER 5 PAGE ... my life and would never ever say. Graf, graffiti, it's ..... INTERWEW_ .JAY (29) one of the living legends.
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Dinner and Dessert Specials 

Apple-Brandy Farms. Grilled NY Strip. Turnip Gratin. Greens. Tawny Port Demi Glaze. 27. Moroccan Seared Scallops. Root Vegetable Purée. Ginger Tomato ...
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Autumn Favourites & Specials AWS 

Short beef ribs 400g cook in BBQ sauce | potato waffled fries | seasonal vegetables. Romney Marsh 24. Slow cooked ... Donald Duck 8. Stack poached egg | bacon (1) | 1/2 English muffin top w hollandaise sauce. Amy 5/4. Juice orange | watermelon. Green
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Bomber #21 2000 - Caps 

Men in black cand the saga continues! Guess what? The title. UWAGA - this videu con-. While you were probably sums it all up because tains real damage in all.
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CANDY DAY HOTEL VICTORIA Specials 

In the horns ot Mrs. Mary WcCarty,- &S. Market street .... Mary Donahuo died August U, 1903,. 66; in Iowa ..... to the day or his ileMn his beard Â«roÂ» unrestrained ...
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